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A Complete solution from Zoeller
and FAUN with the CV Show Team

T

Part of the Zoeller and FAUN team at the CV Show.

he Zoeller and FAUN team were out in force at the CV Show
in April. Managing Director, Simon Hyde says, “With our
product range and our joint philosophy, we can offer excellent
service and a complete solution for the British waste collection
and sweeper market.” The team were on hand to discuss the
Zoeller Rotary Alpha mounted onto the curved body FAUN
VARIOPRESS II and the FAUN VIAJET sweeper. The stand was
extremely busy over the three days with the sweeper being
a real attraction. “The sweeper will be very busy over the
coming months with demonstrations booked on stand and
requests flooding in,” says Simon. To book your sweeper, refuse
collection vehicle and lifter demonstration call 01248 725304.

Walker our Irish Connection
I

One of the fleet of 350 Walker “Specialist fleet hire range”
branded FAUN POWERPRESS REL.

n 2004, National Sweeper Sales and Plant merged with Walker
Vehicle Rentals utilising their obvious synergies and experience
in the Commercial Vehicle Rental / Contract Hire and Municipal
Vehicle Sales and Service Market. “We have been selling FAUN
vehicles very successfully to the Irish waste market with National
Sweepers, by merging with Walkers their market reach has
increased,” says Stuart Collett, Zoeller and FAUN Commercial Sales
and Marketing Manager.
Walker Municipal Vehicles represent some of the largest
manufacturers of municipal equipment in Europe including, FAUN
and as a sub dealer for Zoeller Lifts. They have a commercial fleet
of over 350 vehicles with head quarters and service centre
in Dublin.
In January 2008, Walkers opened another new purpose built
depot in Rathcormac, Co Cork. The new 8000 sq ft facility is fully
equipped to service all types of commercial vehicles ensuring a first
class service and parts back up for all customers throughout Ireland.
“FAUN and Zoeller products meet the needs of the Irish market and
sales are predicted to grow by 20% in 2008/9,” says Stuart.

It would be good to hear from you at STOP PRESS
Comments and Feedback stoppress@zoeller.co.uk
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SITA VARIOPRESS and FRONTPRESS

SITA Calderdale
S

ITA has placed orders for the Zoeller and FAUN product that
will be working on Calderdale Council’s new seven year
contract. The contract, with a possible one year extension, will
begin on 1st August 2008. Providing improved recycling and
refuse collection service for 192,400 residents.
The initial order, 18 refuse collection vehicles (RCVs), is for 6
FAUN VARIOPRESS 14.5 cubic metre narrow bodies, 9 FAUN 22
cubic metre bodies and 3 FAUN 9 cubic metre narrow bodies.
The small RCVs, FAUN VARIOPRESS 9 cu m, have Zoeller 202.60
lifters. The larger RCVs, FAUN VARIOPRESS 14.5 cu m, have
either Zoeller Omega 249 or Zoeller split Rotary lifters. The
largest RCVs, FAUN VARIOPRESS 22 cu m, have Zoeller split
Rotary lifters for the collection of domestic waste, wheeled bin
service.
James Griffin, Fleet Development Manager for SITA UK, says,
“The Calderdale contract continues to strengthen our business
growth in the UK.” FAUN VARIOPRESS vehicles are working
on many SITA contracts including Rochford District Council
and Epping Forest District Council. In addition SITA use
FAUN FRONTPRESS and VARIOPRESS to collect industrial and
commercial waste throughout the UK. “The VARIOPRESS works
consistently well on our contracts and is the right vehicle to
support the Calderdale contract,” says James.

he FAUN POWERPRESS REL is the solution for bulk waste
collections, commercial and industrial requirements. Proven
technology is combined with the highest material specification.
Durability can be found in the hard wearing swinging links for
the carrier and packer plates, high tensile steel and full
penetration welding.
The integral FAUN lifter has an extremely low rave height, skip
arms, and can cope with a variety of containers up to 16 m3. For
maximum compaction the tailgate initially pre-compacts the waste
against the front of the hopper, prior to being pressed in the body.
The compaction in the vehicle body is even which allows for smooth
and fast discharge with emptying taking place in 30 seconds.
Pictured here is a POWERPRESS REL with a 29 cubic metre body
mounted onto an 8 x 4, 32 tonne chassis with a FAUN Combi lifter,
which enables the operator to empty wheeled bins in addition to
REL skips.

Zoeller Triple
T

he Zoeller Triple is a front line lifter that is designed especially
for twin compartment compaction vehicles. The lifter is ideal
for the collection of wheeled bins and refuse sacks on collection
rounds where dual stream recyclables or the dedicated collection
of recyclables & residual waste is required. This flexibility means
that recyclables and domestic waste can be picked up at the
same time, assisting users to meet their demanding recycling
targets. Bob Billington, General Manager at Zoeller says, “Recent
orders for 10 Zoeller Triple lifters from WCR Vehicle Hire Ltd show
that they are keen to offer flexibility to their customers. This
reflects the modern demands for recycling and the collection of
different waste streams in sacks or wheeled bins.”
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POWERPRESS REL body size is
available from 18 cu m to 30 cu m.

24 FAUN Vehicles on Display at IFAT

D

r Johannes F. Kirchhoff, Chairman of
the IFAT Advisory Board and Managing
Director of FAUN Umwelttechnik says, “IFAT
has once again proved its role as the world’s
leading trade fair for the waste sector.”
For waste and recycling professionals the
IFAT fair is ideal to hunt out new innovations
and discuss international developments. The
setting for the fair is wonderful, the city
of Munich offers excellent hospitality and
environment that contributes to a very
positive experience.
“For my team and myself, IFAT was very
successful and it can be described as one of
the best trade fairs of all time,” says
Dr Kirchhoff.

Zoeller in action at IFAT.

The European IFAT FAUN team.
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CIWM Exhibition North Green Stand N48a

F

AUN is bringing their new curved body VARIOPRESS II fitted
with the Zoeller Rotary Alpha lifter and the FAUN ROTOPRESS
to the CIWM Exhibition, Torquay 10th -12th June 2008 North
Green stand N48a.
The research and development departments of Zoeller and FAUN
work together in Germany, France and the UK to innovate the
latest refuse collection body, lifter design and technology.
For the collection of green garden waste ROTOPRESS is the only
vehicle on the market that has been designed and developed
especially for this purpose. The challenge for all waste managers
is to find the best solution for their collection needs. ROTOPRESS
is not an adapted vehicle but the right vehicle for green waste.
Zoeller and FAUN have a range of innovative vehicles to meet the
needs of a demanding market. Come meet the team to discuss
your vehicle and lifter needs.

Developed for the collection of green waste the unique rotating action
of the ROTOPRESS body aids the mixing and composting process.

Produced by L29 :: 01248 810 276

VARIOPRESS Mobilised for Southampton
The FAUN team has successfully delivered nine new waste
vehicles to Southampton City Council’s Waste and Fleet
Transport Team. The Variopress vehicles will now be seen,
adorned with creative recycling artwork, driving around the city
picking up thousands of tonnes of refuse and recyclable goods.
“This is a new relationship that we are successfully building with
Southampton,” says Christine Foxley, FAUN Area Sales Manager,
“To get the job done correctly we called a mobilisation meeting
with Southampton and all the parties involved.”
The Zoeller and FAUN service team worked on an action plan
for delivery to make sure the vehicles fit with the waste team
requirements. “We always implement the A to Z of vehicle
delivery to ensure all goes smoothly,” says Phil Roberts, Zoeller
and FAUN Service Manager.
Dave Bone, Fleet Hire and Administration Manager at the
council, said he was impressed with both the products and the
service from FAUN. “We were very impressed by the FAUN
manufacturing facility, the larger European group and the
partnership that we could forge,” said Dave.
Andy Coles, Zoeller and FAUN Service Engineer, said:
“The important work begins the day a vehicle goes out on its
round, I have been with every vehicle on day one and the service FAUN VARIOPRESS 20 cu m body mounted on Econic 6 x 2 rear steer,
26 tonne chassis.
team is there for the whole of the vehicles life.”

Zoeller and FAUN will be attending the
RWM exhibition at NEC Birmingham
16th – 18th September 2008
Outside Hall 19 Stand OA164
Zoeller Waste Systems Ltd. Colemeadow Road Redditch B98 9PB
Tel: 01527 594700 Fax: 01527 584168 Email: info@zoeller.co.uk
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